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Love is in the Air
Designed by Tamara Kate

Featuring the Perfectly Pink, Color Me Bundle
size: 46” x 46”
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this is a digital representation of the quilt top, fabric may vary.
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KEY FABRIC SKU CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

A

COLOR ME BUNDLE: 

(1) COLMFATQ-17

Perfectly Pink

BUNDLE HAS 10 FQS

FROM EACH FQ: 

(4) 2-1/2” x 22” strips.

Subcut (24) 2-1/2” squares.

note: a few squares will be left over.

PROJECT DISCLAIMER: Every effort has been made to ensure that all projects are error free. All the information is presented in good
faith, however, no warranty can be given nor results guaranteed. Therefore, we assume no responsibility nor damages that may occur when  
referring to this pattern. When errors are brought to our attention, we make every effort to correct and post a revision as soon as  
possible. We suggest you check windhamfabrics.com for pattern updates and to test the pattern prior to making the project.
Test templates first, before cutting all the pieces. Free projects are not for resale.

WOF = WIDTH OF FABRIC

KEY FABRIC SKU YD CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

B
PALETTE
37098-29 
Curacao

1-3/4

(17) 2-1/2” x WOF strips.

Subcut (270) 2-1/2” squares.

(5) 2-1/4” x WOF strips for binding.

Backing 3 Batting: 50” x 50”

suggested tools: rotary cutter, long acrylic ruler and cutting mat.
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All seam allowances are 1/4”.

QUILT LAYOUT:
Refer to Quilt Diagram on Page 4 and cover image for heart layout to aide with fabric placement.

Quilt top is made of (23) rows with (23) squares.

1. Arrange (23) squares starting at the top left. You may refer to the cover image to keep a smooth  

    transition of pinks when arranging the squares. However, a few unexpected pops of color make  

    things more dynamic.

PIECING QUILT TOP:
2. Once happy with the arranged squares sew them together one row at a time.  

    Be sure to keep your squares in the right order. Press seams open.

    Piece rows together, aligning seams to finish your quilt top. Press seams open.

FINISHING: Layer quilt top, batting and backing together to form quilt sandwich.  

Baste and quilt as desired. Bind using B 2-1/4” strips.
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QUILT DIAGRAM

ROW 1

ROW 23


